Monitoring water and electricity use makes good 'cents'!
Reservoir High School joined the Schools Water Efficiency Program (SWEP) in May 2015 to more closely
monitor water use at the school. Shortly after, the school also joined the electricity monitoring program
where a daily data feed from the electricity smart meters is uploaded onto the schools SWEP page as well.
During the first few months of water monitoring the school was able to identify issues with toilet cisterns
that were periodically sticking causing water to run all night and wasting thousands of litres per day.
Since joining SWEP, Reservoir High School has saved more than 6.3 million litres of water that would have
otherwise cost them $24,000 in water related charges.

‘SWEP presents such a valuable tool, why
every school doesn’t join the program is
beyond me. SWEP isn’t time consuming,
we’re alerted when there is an issue and
that means we can act quickly saving
money and resources.'
– Scott Tanner, Business Manager
Reservoir High School

The daily data is uploaded on the schools SWEP web page where staff and students can access their
information. In the event of high or unusual water use, emails alerts are also sent to school administrators
to ensure the issues can be addressed as quickly as possible.
SWEP electricity monitoring commenced in 2013 and, to date, more than 160 schools across the state have
benefited from access to interval electricity data. Provided through the SWEP website, the data is a
valuable tool for informing decisions about school infrastructure and maintenance works.

‘Electricity monitoring enables us to focus on
the areas where maximum savings can be
achieved. Steadily we’ve reduced our
baseline while our school population has
continued to grow.'
– Scott Tanner, Business Manager
Reservoir High School

SWEP is a Victorian government ini�a�ve developed by the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning and supported by the Department of Educa�on and Training.
Visit www.myswep.com.au to register your school for SWEP or to find out more.

